THE RIGID MEMBERS

Dan Fletcher, Erick Peck, Filipa Godinho
Himanshu Shekhar, Kate Champeau
DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS

1. SHEAR WALL
   8'x2'4.5"x.5" OSB Shear Wall

2. CORNER BRACING
   8" base .5" thick OSB isosceles triangles

3. CROSS BRACING
   1"x2"x7.5' Wood

2'4.5"x3"x.5" OSB Perimeter Supports
2"x2"x8' Wooden Posts
3'x3'x0.5" OSB Base
CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

LEFT: DAN A-DRILLIN’  ABOVE: KATE A-CUTTIN’
CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
UNBRACED BEHAVIOR

SNOOP!
BRACED... IT WORKS!!!